
Executive Summary 
 
• FIA-FSP project number and title; 
Y071276 - Effect of stand structure and riparian buffer design on wind damage susceptibility and 
large woody debris recruitment 
 
• Project purpose and management implications; 
 
The broad objective of this project is to enable forest managers to examine and account for the 
probability of windthrow and windthrow impacts in riparian management areas managed under 
different scenarios. The specific objectives are to: 1) sample a range of riparian buffer conditions 
in order to establish empirical relationships between stand, valley/gully and channel condition 
and the likelihood of windthrow, LWD inputs and exposure of sediment sources; 2) to add new 
capacity to ForestGALES_BC to enable characterization buffer design scenarios, LWD inputs 
and sediment exposure volumes; and, 3) add new capacity to ForestGALES_BC to incorporate 
the effects of topping and pruning treatments that are routinely used in riparian management 
areas. By using a hybrid process and empirical modeling approach, we will enable users to 
explore a range of design scenarios and will provide researchers with a framework that enables 
easy assimilation of new theory and research results. 
 
Windthrow is common in riparian buffers. We have developed predictive models and field cards 
that enable managers to estimate the likelihood of windthrow in a given location. In order to 
decide whether the expected level of windthrow is acceptable, managers need to consider the 
effects of windthrow on riparian objectives including overstory condition and LWD and sediment 
recruitment.  Results of this project will assist managers in determining probable impacts of 
windthrow. If the level of windthrow and expected impacts exceed acceptable levels, mitigating 
practices such as increasing buffer width, decreasing fetch or modifying tree crowns can be 
prescribed. 
 
• Project start date, length of project, and any former project numbers or funding sources 
that apply; 
April 1, 2006, 2 years, no former project numbers or non-FSP funding sources. 
 
• Methodology overview; 
This project has the following components: 

1) Sampling riparian buffers with partial windthrow that represent a range of exposure ages, 
channel conditions (confined, semi-confined) and stands (hemlock dominated young-
mature and mature stands) in order to characterize the nature and rate of recruitment of 
LWD from windthrow, and the potential for sediment delivery from windthrow. 

2) Developing a LWD recruitment model that accounts for the effect of stream valley 
geometry and windthrow species, size and initial position on the rate of recruitment of 
windthrown material into the channel. 

3) Linking this LWD recruitment model with ForestGALES_BC, and account for the effects 
of crown modification treatments on windthrow susceptibility. 

 
In year 1 we collated datasets from licensee riparian buffer monitoring and Chuck Rowan’s edge 
modification study. With the assistance of our partners, we identified candidate sites for field 
sampling, designed field sampling procedures and initiated field sampling. We reviewed the 
literature for existing LWD recruitment models and LWD decay functions, established empirical 
relationships between windthrow input and sediment exposure, and stand/bank/channel attributes 



using Vancouver Island and Malcolm Knapp datasets. We added functions to characterize the 
effects of crown modification into ForestGALES_BC. 
 
• Project scope and regional applicability 
The proposed work addresses a component of LWD recruitment modeling that is underdeveloped 
and will add realism to LWD models. We are limiting our field sampling to southwest BC, 
primarily on Vancouver Island and focusing on hemlock dominated young mature and mature 
stands with riparian buffers exposed by harvesting between 1 and 25 years ago. The results will 
be applicable to coastal BC, with calibration for BC Interior species, the empirical and geometric 
functions in the LWD module will be applicable to Interior stands also. 
 
• Any interim conclusions, inference or information that might be immediately useful to 
forest practitioners and other researchers 
 
The buffer stands and windthrown trees are dominated by hemlock. In the first 10 years, most 
logs remain in decay class 1 (intact twigs and bark, undecayed sapwood), by year 15, 60% of red 
alder logs and 20% of hemlock logs are in decay class 2 (twigs absent, bark intact, partially 
decayed sapwood). Log height above the bank full channel height varies, but at mid-span there is 
a tendency for both the upper and lower bounds on the data scattergram to increase as log 
diameter increases. In the locations sampled, mineral soil was exposed by most windthrown trees, 
however sediment delivery was apparent only for trees that uprooted on the active floodplain or 
integral to the banks of the stream. 
 
• Contact information to assist someone in finding additional information on the project. 
Dr. Steve Mitchell 
University of British Columbia, Department of Forest Sciences 
3041-2424 Main Mall, Vancouver BC, V6T 1Z4 
smitchel@interchg.ubc.ca 
Tel: 604 822 4591 
Fax:  604 822 9102 
 


